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Abstract: Free-breathing and ungated cardiac MRI is a challenging problem due to the cardiac motion
and respiration motion, which are not tracked. In this work, we propose an unsupervised deep
kernel method for reconstructing real-time free-breathing and ungated cardiac MRI from highly
undersampled k-t space measurements. We propose implementing the feature map and kernel
function in the kernel method using CNNs. The parameters of the CNNs are learned from specific-
subject data directly. Comparisons with state-of-the-art kernel methods show improved performance
of the proposed deep kernel method.
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1. Introduction

Cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR) imaging is an imaging modality that uses a strong
magnetic field and radio frequency to produce images of the heart. CMR imaging is
the golden standard for diagnosing and prognosis of cardiac disorders because CMR is
adaptable for both functional and anatomical assessment of a wide range of cardiovascular
diseases. Cardiac CINE imaging is an integral part of cardiac MR exams. Cardiac CINE
provides valuable indicators of abnormal structure and function of the heart. Cardiac
CINE studies are usually acquired by repeatedly imaging the heart at one slice location
throughout the cardiac cycle, and 10 to 30 cardiac phases are usually acquired for one slice.
Cardic CINE is usually done in a breath-hold fashion to minimize the effects of respiratory
motion. A challenge with the breath-hold cardiac CINE is the difficulty in acquiring
data from subjects who cannot comply with multiple long breath-holds. To overcome
the long breath-hold duration, compressed sensing methods [1–4] together with parallel
imaging technique [5–7] are used in clinical practice to reduce the breath-hold duration for
cardiac CINE. Recently, deep learning methods [8–10] have emerged as powerful options
to accelerate cardiac cine, with excellent performance. Despite these advances, we still
need to note that there are a few patients’ groups (e.g., patients with lung diseases, infant
patients and etc.) who cannot comply with breath-hold acquisitions.

During the last decade, several authors have introduced free-breathing and ungated
cardiac MR imaging to deal with the challenge of breath-holding using self-gating and/or
manifold methods. Self-gating methods [11–13] employ the k-space navigators to estimate
the motions (cardiac and respiratory motions), followed by k-space data binning and
reconstruction of binned data. Instead of using self-gating, manifold approaches [14–17]
perform soft-gating based on the k-space navigators and are emerging as an alternative
to self-gating. Moreover, instead of using binning and then reconstructing only a few
cardiac and respiratory phases, manifold approaches usually produce real-time cardiac
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imaging [15,18]. This leads to the fact that the manifold approaches are often associated
with high memory demand. Here, real-time images refer to high spatial resolution images
using the data acquired continuously without binning.

To resolve the issue of high memory demand from manifold approaches and to
promote a computationally efficient framework, kernel methods [19] have been introduced.
The basic idea of kernel methods is to first embed the original data in the original space into
a suitable feature space and then use algorithms to discover the relations for the embedded
data. The solution of kernel methods usually comprises two modules: (1) Embedding
the data in the original space into the feature space using some non-linear feature maps
and (2) Solving (linear) equations to discover the linear patterns in the feature space.
The advantage of kernel methods comes from the better data representation using features
that are obtained by non-linear operations. Because of the advantages of kernel methods,
they are adapted for MRI recovery [20–22]. However, in the existing kernel methods,
the non-linear feature maps and the kernels (defined by the inner product of features) are
usually chosen empirically, and the parameters in the associated feature maps and/or the
kernel functions are manually tuned based on the problems at hand. This often leads to the
sub-optimal performance of the kernel methods.

In this work, we show that the two modules in the kernel representation can be
realized by the cascade of two convolutional neural networks (CNN). CNN is a special
type of artificial neural network that uses the convolution operator instead of general
matrix multiplication in the layers of the neural networks. The CNNs in this work are then
learned based on the available undersampled data. The main advantage of the proposed
kernel method using CNN is the elimination of the manual choice for the feature maps
and the kernels. Deep CNN is known to be able to provide better feature extraction [23].
In this work, we leverage the power of the CNN for feature extraction to implement the
feature map in the proposed kernel method as a CNN. The CNN are then learned from
the undersampled data, and hence no manual selection is needed. The inner products
of the features, which are the kernels, can also be implemented using a one-layer CNN.
This indicates the data representation in the proposed kernel method (linear combination
of the kernels) can be implemented using the cascade of two CNNs, followed by a fully
connected layer. Another advantage of the proposed deep kernel method is that this
scheme is totally unsupervised. Unlike most of the current CNN-based MRI reconstruction
schemes [24–26], which require a large amount of fully-sampled training data to train the
network, the proposed scheme requires only undersampled data. We should note that
in the free-breathing and ungated cardiac MRI setting, fully-sampled data is usually not
accessible. The proposed deep kernel method is subject-specific, and hence the subject-
specific CNN parameters are learned directly from the undersampled data based on the
specific subject.

2. Background
2.1. Free-Breathing and Ungated Cardiac MRI Recovery

One of the main objectives in free-breathing and ungated cardiac MRI is to get high
spatio-temporal resolution images from undersampled k-t space measurements. The main
focus of this work is to reconstruct the images x1, · · · , xM in the time series from the under-
sampled multi-coil measurements. The images xi, i = 1, · · · , M are usually represented by
the Casorati matrix

X = [x1, · · · , xM].

The MR images are acquired by the multi-coil measurements

bi = Ai(xi) + ni,

where ni is a zero-mean Gaussian noise that is introduced into the measurements bi during
the data acquisition process. The forward operator Ai is the measurements operator, which
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is time-dependent. Ai evaluates the multi-coil k-space measurements of the image frame xi
corresponding to the time point i, based on the k-space trajectory of data acquisition.

2.2. Kernel Representation for Free-Breathing and Ungated Cardiac MRI Recovery

The kernel representation [19] states that the intensity value xm at location m in the
image frame xi can be compactly represented as the linear combination of kernels:

xm = ∑
n∈Nm

αnK(xm, xn), (1)

where Nm is a user pre-defined neighborhood of m and the kernel function [27] K(xm, xn)
is the inner product of two features:

K(xm, xn) =< ϕm, ϕn > .

The notation ϕ is used to denote the feature vector, which is obtained at each image
location from the image prior Y. αn in (1) is the kernel coefficients.

Based on (1), we can use the following matrix form to present the free-breathing
cardiac MR images in the time series:

xi = Kαi, i = 1, · · · , M.

Here K is the kernel matrix, and αi is the frame-based kernel coefficients.

3. Deep Kernel Method for Dynamic MRI Recovery
3.1. Feature Extraction Using CNN

In kernel representation (1), one of the most important pieces is the feature vector ϕ.
The feature vector ϕ is obtained using the feature extraction operator Φ, which applies to
the image prior to Y. Specifically, in the free-breathing and ungated cardiac MRI setting,
we assume the prior Y has M prior images AH

i bi, i = 1, · · · , M. Then the feature operator
Φ is applied on the M prior images to get the feature vector ϕ with pre-determined length
` for each pixel location. In this work, we choose ` = 64. We optimize ` on a single dataset
such that the reconstructions are visually optimal. It is then kept fixed for the remaining
datasets. Mathematically speaking, we have

ϕ = Φ(Y).

In classical machine learning, popular feature extraction techniques include princi-
pal components analysis (PCA) [28], independent component analysis (ICA) [29], and t-
distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) [30]. Readers may refer to the references
listed for the details of these techniques.

Deep CNN now provides a better way for automatic feature extraction. In this work,
we implement the feature extraction operator Φ as a deep CNN with network parameters
θ. We denote the feature extraction network as Φθ . The structure of the feature extraction
network is illustrated in the upper part of Figure 1.

3.2. Deep Kernel Representation

In kernel representation, the choice of the kernel function is important after determin-
ing the non-linear feature map. The kernel function is an inner product of the features.
Once it is a well-defined inner product, we can get a valid kernel function. In most of the
current kernel methods, the kernel functions are chosen empirically. Popular choices of the
kernel functions include the radial Gaussian kernel [31]:

Km,n = exp
(
−||ϕm − ϕn||2

2σ2

)
,
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and the Dirichlet kernel with bandwidth d [32]:

Km,n = ∑
k∈Zn ,||k||≤d

exp (j2πkT(ϕm − ϕn)).

Figure 1. Illustration of the deep kernel representation. The upper part shows the feature extraction
CNN. A U-net without skip connection is used to implement the feature extraction operator in
this work. The lower part gives the illustration of the deep kernel representation. The feature
maps, which are obtained using the CNN Φθ , are first reshaped into the size (1×)nx · ny × `, where
nx × ny denotes the image size. Then a convolutional layer is used to obtain the kernel matrix K.
The final reconstructed images in the time series are obtained using a fully-connect (FC) layer and
images reshape.

Besides the empirical choice of the kernel functions, the parameters in the kernel
functions, such as σ in the radial Gaussian kernel and d in the Dirichlet kernel, need manual
tuning. This significantly limits the performance of the kernel methods. In this work, we
implement the kernel function as a convolutional layer. In other word, we define

Km,n = ϕm ∗ ϕ̃n, (2)

where ϕ̃n is the intrinsic features in the convolutional layer. ϕ̃n is learned directly from the
data. We use the word “intrinsic features” to distinguish the features ϕm learned fromAHb
using the feature extraction CNN as described in Section 3.1. The convolution of the feature
ϕm with the learned intrinsic feature ϕ̃n is an inner product [33]. So we have a valid kernel
function. The advantage of implementing the kernel function as a convolutional layer is
the elimination of the empirical choice of the kernel function and the manual tuning of the
kernel parameters. Once we have the kernel matrix K = [Km,n] with Km,n defined as (2),
we can have the following image representation:

xi = Kαi, i = 1, · · · , M.

The multiplication Kαi can be implemented using a linear layer and hence αi, i = 1, · · · , M
can be learned from the data.

With the aforementioned description of kernel representation using CNNs, we can
have the following deep kernel representation for the free-breathing and ungated cardiac
MRI representation:

xi =
(

Φθ(AHb) ∗ ϕ̃
)

αi, i = 1, · · · , M.

Here Φθ is the feature extraction network with parameters θ, ϕ̃ = [ϕ̃n] is the features in
the one-layer CNN for the kernel matrix calculation, and αi is the parameters in the linear
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layer. The parameters θ,ϕ̃, αi are learned using back-propagation [34]. The illustration of
the deep kernel representation is depicted in Figure 1.

3.3. Free-Breathing and Ungated Cardiac MRI Recovery Using Deep Kernel Representation

With the deep kernel representation, we can use the following minimization criterion
to get the parameters θ,ϕ̃, and α = [αi] for free-breathing and ungated cardiac MRI
reconstruction:

C(θ,ϕ̃, α) =
M

∑
i=1

||Ai

[
(Φθ(AHb) ∗ ϕ̃)αi

]
− bi||2︸ ︷︷ ︸

data term

+ λ · TV[(Φθ(AHb) ∗ ϕ̃)αi]︸ ︷︷ ︸
image regularization

. (3)

Here TV is the total variation regularization, and λ is chosen to be 0.01 in this work.
The parameters θ,ϕ̃, and α are learned in an unsupervised fashion from only the

measured k-t space data of the specific patient. We use ADAM optimization for the learning.

4. Experiments Setup
4.1. Acquisition Scheme and Pre-Processing of Data

In this work, we use the short-axis orientation without a contrast agent to show-
case the results. Five subjects were involved in this study, and the public information
of these five subjects, including the average heart rate, are shown in Table 1. All the
data were acquired on a 3T MR750W scanner (GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI, USA).
The data were acquired using a 2D gradient echo (GRE) sequence with golden angle spiral
readouts in a free-breathing and ungated fashion. Some sequence parameters include:
FOV = 380 mm × 380 mm; TR = 8 ms; flip angle = 14◦; slice thickness = 8 mm; readout
bandwidth = 500 Hz. The reconstruction matrix size is 340× 340. All the data was acquired
using the AIR coil developed by GE HealthCare (Waukesha, WI, USA). We used an in-house
algorithm to pre-select the coils that provide the best signal-to-noise ratio in the region of
interest. We then estimated the coil sensitivity maps based on these selected channels using
ESPIRiT [35] and assumed them to be constant over time. For each slice, a total number
of 950 spirals were acquired. During the reconstruction, the first 200 spirals were deleted.
For the rest of the 750 spirals, we bin every five spirals corresponding to 40 ms temporal
resolution for each frame in the time series.

Table 1. Public information of the five subjects involved in this work.

Sex Age Health Condition Avg. Heart Rate (bpm)

Subject 1 F 29 Healthy 64

Subject 2 M 51 Healthy 71

Subject 3 M 20 Lower LVEF and RVEF 88

Subject 4 F 26 Healthy 65

Subject 5 F 24 Lower heart rate; Lower RVEF 54

For the comparison purpose, the conventional 2D photoplethysmography (PPG)
gated breath-hold images using the balanced steady-state free precession (bSSFP) se-
quence were also acquired for all the slices. PPG is a simple optical technique used
to detect volumetric changes in blood in peripheral circulation and hence can be used
as one of the choices for monitoring the cardiac cycle. Balanced steady-state free pre-
cession sequence is one type of gradient echo pulse sequence in which a steady, resid-
ual transverse magnetization is maintained between successive cycles. For each sub-
ject, the breath-hold images of a middle slice were also acquired using a fast gradient
echo (FGRE) sequence for comparison. The acquisition scheme for FGRE is Cartesian,
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while the spiral GRE sequence in the proposed acquisition scheme uses the spiral trajec-
tories, which is non-Cartesian. The parameters for the breath-hold bSSFP sequence were:
FOV = 380 mm × 380 mm; spatial resolution = 0.74 mm × 0.74 mm; TR/TE = 3.5/1.5 ms;
flip angle = 49◦; slice thickness = 8 mm; readout bandwidth = 488 Hz. The parameters
for the breath-hold FGRE sequence were: FOV = 380 mm × 380 mm; spatial resolution =
1.48 mm × 1.48 mm; TR/TE = 5.1/2.8 ms; flip angle = 15◦; slice thickness = 8 mm; readout
bandwidth = 488 Hz.

4.2. State-of-the-Art Method for Comparison

We first compare the reconstructed free-breathing and ungated images with the fully-
sampled breath-hold images. Two medical experts were required for consensus scoring
for the image quality of the reconstructed free-breathing images and the fully-sampled
breath-hold images based on the scoring criteria scales from 1 to 4 (1—non-diagnosable;
2—diagnosable with average image quality; 3—diagnosable with adequate image quality;
4—excellent image quality). Except for the consensus image quality scoring, we also
compare the left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF) and the right ventricular ejection
fraction (RVEF) obtained from the breath-hold images and the free-breathing images.
The LVEF and RVEF are defined as

LVEF =
LVEDV− LVESV

LVEDV
× 100%, RVEF =

RVEDV− RVESV
RVEDV

× 100%.

Here EDV and ESV denote the end-diastolic volume and end-systolic volume, respec-
tively. We note that in some cases, the basal slices are missing, and the calculated LVEF and
RVEF might not represent the accurate LVEF and RVEF of the subjects.

For the reconstruction of free-breathing and ungated cardiac MRI, we compare the
proposed deep kernel reconstruction with a state-of-the-art kernel reconstruction method
“SToRM”, which was proposed in [18]. The SToRM model exploits the non-linear structure
of the dynamic data to estimate the kernel matrix based on a kernel low-rank regularization
problem. The kernel matrix is then used to solve the images to be reconstructed. The biggest
difference between SToRM and the proposed deep kernel scheme is in the way of calculating
the kernel matrix. SToRM relies on a kernel low-rank regularization problem to solve the
kernel matrix, while the proposed deep kernel scheme uses CNNs to output the kernel
matrix. We note that the SToRM approach yields comparable or improved performance to
state-of-the-art self-gated methods.

The quantitative comparisons between the proposed deep kernel method and SToRM
are made using the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR). We
normalize the values for the images for the SNR and CNR calculation. The definitions of
SNR and CNR are as follows:

• The SNR is calculated as

SNR = 20 log(
µs

σn
),

where µs is the mean intensity value of the user-defined region of interest, and σn is
the standard deviation of the intensity value of a chosen noise region. A higher SNR
usually means better image quality. The unit of SNR is dB.

• The CNR is calculated as

CNR = 20 log(
|µA − µB|

σn
),

where µA and µB are the mean intensity value of two regions within the region of
interest and σn is the standard deviation of the intensity value of a chosen noise region.
A higher CNR usually means better image quality. The unit of CNR is dB.
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5. Results
5.1. Free-Breathing and Ungated Cardiac MRI Using Deep Kernel Method

We use the proposed deep kernel method to reconstruct the free-breathing and un-
gated cardiac MRI. The method was implemented using the PyTorch library. The GPU
acceleration of the non-uniform FFT and non-uniform IFFT was realized using the TorchKb-
Nufft package [36]. The reconstructions were run on a machine with an Intel Xeon CPU at
2.40 GHz and a Tesla V100 32 GB GPU.

The output of each image has two channels, which correspond to the real and imagi-
nary parts of the MR image. For the convolutional layers which have activation functions,
we use Leaky ReLU with slope 0.2. Thirty-seven slices from five subjects were recon-
structed in this work. Among the five subjects, we collected the basal slices for two subjects.
The deep kernel method is also able to reconstruct the basal slices. The reconstructions of
eight slices from Subject #2 were shown in Figure 2. We have also shown the comparison
between the bSSFP Cartesian real-time images with acceleration factor 5 and the GRE spiral
real-time images reconstructed using the deep kernel method in Figure 3.

Figure 2. Showcase of the reconstruction of free-breathing and ungated cardiac MRI using the
proposed deep kernel method. The eight slices are from Subject #2. The first row shows the end-
diastolic phase, and the second row is the end-systolic phase.

Figure 3. Comparison between the bSSFP Cartesian real-time images with acceleration factor 5 and
the GRE spiral real-time images reconstructed using the deep kernel method. The three slices (one
basal slice, one mid slice, and one apex slice) are from Subject #3. The first row shows the bSSFP
Cartesian real-time images, and the second row is the GRE spiral real-time images.

5.2. Comparisons with Fully-Sampled Breath-Hold Images

In this section, we show the results of the comparison between the reconstructed
free-breathing images and the fully-sampled breath-hold images.

For the data acquisition, except for the highly undersampled k-space data for all the
slices from the five subjects, we also acquired the fully-sampled breath-hold data for all the
corresponding slices using the clinical bSSFP sequence. Moreover, we also acquired the
fully-sampled breath-hold images for one middle slice for each subject using the commercial
FGRE sequence.

In Figure 4, we showed the visual comparison of the reconstructed free-breathing
images and the fully-sampled breath-hold images acquired using the bSSFP sequence.
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The slices shown in Figure 4 were from Subject #4. Figure 5 was the visual comparison of
the reconstructed free-breathing images and the fully-sampled breath-hold images acquired
using the FGRE sequence. We reconstructed the whole time series, and we randomly chose
a cardiac cycle (from end-systolic to end-diastolic) for comparison with the breath-hold cine.

Figure 4. Visual comparison of the reconstructed free-breathing images and the fully-sampled breath-
hold images. End-systolic and end-diastolic phases from six slices are shown in the figure. The six
slices are from Subject #4. We note that the free-breathing images are acquired using the GRE sequence
and the fully-sampled breath-hold images are acquired using the bSSFP sequence. This results in
different contrast between the two types of the images.

Figure 5. Visual comparison of the reconstructed free-breathing images and the fully-sampled breath-
hold images acquired using FGRE sequence. For each subject, we acquired fully-sampled breath-hold
images for one middle slice using the FGRE sequence. End-systolic and end-diastolic phases from
two slices from two subjects are shown in the figure.

Quantitative comparisons between the free-breathing images and the breath-hold
images were performed based on image quality assessment by experts, LVEF, and RVEF.

Figure 6 showed the results of consensus image quality scoring done in a blinded
fashion by two medical experts. From the scores, we can see that the fully-sampled
breath-hold images acquired using the bSSFP have the highest image quality. While we
do not see a big difference in the image quality for the free-breathing images and the
fully-sampled breath-hold images acquired using the FGRE sequence (average score of 2.8
and 2.9, respectively).
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Figure 6. Comparison of image quality of the free-breathing images and breath-hold images. Image
quality assessment is done in a blinded fashion by two medical experts. We reconstructed all the
short-axis slices acquired from five subjects. We also acquired the fully-sampled breath-hold images
for all the slices using the bSSFP sequence. For each subject, we scanned one middle slice using the
product FGRE sequence provided by GE HealthCare. The free-breathing images from all the slices
received an average score of 2.7, and the clinical fully-sampled images using the bSSFP sequence got
an average score of 3.6. The fully-sampled breath-hold images acquired using the FGRE sequence
received an average score of 2.9, and the free-breathing images corresponding to these five slices got
an average score of 2.8. From which we can see that the reconstructed free-breathing images have
similar image quality as the fully-sampled breath-hold images acquired using the product FGRE
sequence, even though the images were highly undersampled and acquired in a free-breathing and
ungated fashion.

Table 2 gave the results of the LVEF and RVEF comparison. The LVEF and RVEF
calculations for the fully-sampled images were done using commercial software (Circle cv42,
Calgary, AB, Canada). Automatic segmentation was first performed for the fully-sampled
images using the software, and we then manually corrected the segmentation. The LVEF
and RVEF calculations for the free-breathing images were done using Matlab 2019a. We
manually drew the contours for the free-breathing images to calculate the EF. Since bulk
motions were involved in the data acquisition for Subject #1 and we did not have exactly
matching breath-hold and free-breathing slices. Hence we skipped Subject #1 for LVEF
and RVEF comparison. We also reported the corresponding left ventricular end-diastolic
volume (LVEDV), left ventricular end-systolic volume (LVESV), right ventricular end-
diastolic volume (RVEDV), and right ventricular end-systolic volume (RVESV). From the
statistical analysis, we can see that there is no significant difference between the LVEF and
RVEF obtained from the fully-sampled breath-hold images and the highly undersampled
free-breathing images.

5.3. Comparisons with Current Kernel Method

In this part, we compare the reconstructed images using both the proposed deep
kernel method and the SToRM method, which is a state-of-the-art kernel method.

Figure 7 showed the visual comparison of the reconstructed images using the two
methods. The end-diastolic and the end-systolic phases from two slices were shown
in the figure. From the figures, we can see that the proposed deep kernel scheme can
reduce the blurring and the motion artifacts in the reconstructed images compared to the
images obtained from the SToRM method. This enables us to see more heart details in the
reconstructed images. For example, we can see the papillary muscles and the RV free-wall
more clearly in the reconstructed images using the deep kernel method.
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Table 2. LVEF and RVEF comparison. Since bulk motions were introduced during the data acquisition
of subject #1 and we do not have the matching breath-hold and free-breathing slices for this subject.
Therefore, the LVEF and RVEF are compared based on only four subjects. The LVEF calculated from
the free-breathing and ungated images and the LVEF calculated from the fully-sampled breath-hold
images have a p-value of 0.295. The RVEF calculated from the free-breathing and ungated images and
the RVEF calculated from the fully-sampled breath-hold images have a p-value of 0.184. The p-values
indicate that the LVEF and RVEF got from the free-breathing images and breath-hold images have no
significant difference.

Subject 2 Subject 3 Subject 4 Subject 5

LVEF Free-breathing 55.9% 47.3% 62.6% 59.5%
breath-hold 56.3% 41.4% 61.7% 58.8%

RVEF Free-breathing 56.5% 29.6% 49.0% 39.4%
breath-hold 55.8% 27.8% 49.5% 37.0%

LVEDV Free-breathing 136 169 123 126
breath-hold 142 157 115 119

LVESV Free-breathing 60 89 46 51
breath-hold 62 92 44 49

RVEDV Free-breathing 170 145 102 99
breath-hold 156 151 97 81

RVESV Free-breathing 74 102 52 60
breath-hold 69 109 49 51

Figure 7. Comparison of the reconstructions from the proposed method and the SToRM method. We
showed the end-diastolic and end-systolic phases from two slices acquired from Subject #1. From the
images, we can see that the proposed reconstruction scheme can provide images with sharper edges,
and the papillary muscles are more visible (illustrated by the red arrows in the images). Furthermore,
from the end-systolic images, we can see that the proposed scheme provides reduced motion artifacts,
and the RV free-wall is more clear (illustrated by the yellow arrows in the images).

The improved image quality from the proposed method was also confirmed by the
quantitative results, which were shown in Figure 8. The SNR and CNR calculations were
done using Matlab 2019a. We manually chose the regions (region of interest and the noise
region) for the calculation. For the SNR calculation, we choose a 15× 15 square region in
the left ventricle as the region of interest and a 25× 25 square region out of the body as
the noise region. For the CNR calculation, we choose two 10× 10 square regions in the left
ventricle as the regions of interest and a 25× 25 square region out of the body as the noise
region. From the quantitative results, we can see that the reconstruction from the proposed
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method can provide about 2 dB improvement in SNR and about 1.5 dB improvement in
CNR compared to the competing SToRM method.

Figure 8. SNR and CNR comparison of the images reconstructed from the proposed scheme and the
SToRM method. The average SNR and CNR of the images reconstructed from the proposed method
are 37.99 dB and 26.28 dB. While the average SNR and CNR of the images reconstructed from SToRM
are 36.01 dB and 24.89 dB. From the quantitative comparison, we can see that the proposed deep
kernel method can provide improved image quality compared to the existing kernel method.

6. Discussion

In this work, we proposed a deep kernel method for the reconstruction of free-
breathing and ungated cardiac MRI. A GRE sequence with spiral readouts is implemented
to acquire the highly undersampled free-breathing and ungated data.

The non-Cartesian spiral k-space trajectories with golden angle increment are used
for data acquisition because it is more robust to motion effects compared to the Cartesian
acquisition. Furthermore, the long spiral trajectories enable more data samples in the center
k-space region, and the longer repetition time from the spiral trajectories offers enhanced
inflow contrast between the myocardium and blood pool. Another advantage of the spiral
trajectories is that they are less sensitive to the eddy-current effects compared to other
non-Cartesian trajectories, such as radial trajectories. Hence we did not perform k-space
trajectories correction in this work. In addition to the spiral k-space trajectories, the spoiled
GRE sequence for the data acquisition in this work does not suffer from banding artifacts,
which are usually seen in the images acquired using the bSSFP sequence without shimming.

Even the spiral GRE sequence has a few advantages, we can see from the image quality
assessment done by experts that the images acquired from the bSSFP sequence have the
best image quality. Indeed, the bSSFP sequence is widely used in clinical cardiac MRI due
to the short acquisition time and high contrast between the blood pool and myocardium.
So one direction in the future is to design a better non-Cartesian sequence based on the
bSSFP sequence for free-breathing and ungated cardiac MRI to get further improved image
quality with even shorter acquisition time.

Five volunteers were recruited for this study: three of them are healthy volunteers,
and two of them have heart problems. In the future, we plan to have more subjects with
different health conditions to study the feasibility of real-time free-breathing and ungated
cardiac MRI using the proposed deep kernel framework.

We demonstrate the deep kernel framework in free-breathing and ungated real-time
cardiac MRI reconstruction. We note that we may also apply the framework to free-
breathing and ungated first-pass perfusion, T1 mapping, T2 mapping, and late gadolinium
enhancement imaging. We will investigate the application of the deep kernel method in
different applications in the future work.
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7. Conclusions

In this work, a deep kernel method was introduced for real-time free-breathing and
ungated cardiac MRI reconstruction. We implemented the deep kernel method using a
cascade of two CNNs. We realized the feature extraction operator using a deep CNN, and a
one-layer CNN is used for the kernel matrix calculation. The benefits of the proposed deep
kernel methods are the elimination of the manual choices for the feature map and the kernel
function, as well as the elimination of the manual tuning of the parameters in the kernel
functions in the traditional kernel methods. This results in the improved performance of the
deep kernel method. Moreover, the proposed scheme is unsupervised, which ideally fits the
settings of free-breathing dynamic MRI. Comparisons with the competing state-of-the-art
kernel method show improved reconstructions using the proposed deep kernel method.
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